itr group
To make an impact in business today, you must be able to
put the right ideas into action. That includes balancing
insight and implementation, technology and tactics, big
ideas and the bottom line, people and culture.
At the ITR Group, our business solutions and human capital
consultants are dedicated to helping you identify the right
business, information technology and human resources
strategies and then to put them to work for you. Strategies
that help you get ahead — and stay ahead — with growth,
proﬁtability and market leadership. Strategies that help you
to improve your business operations and capitalise on
people and technology.

what we do
The ITR Group is a premier
business solutions and human
capital company dedicated to
helping organisations develop
and implement profitable IT
strategies, improve business
operations and capitalise on
technology.

how we do it
IT STRATEGY & GOVERNANCE
PROCESS DESIGN

We help you solve your business challenges by looking at
them from the business, technology and people perspectives:

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PEOPLE MOMENTUM
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Vision How can you gain market leadership by making your
people, business and technology operations as eﬃcient and
eﬀective as possible?
Innovation How can you grow revenue by using information technology and people to develop new business
processes that incorporate business values and needs?
Momentum How do you increase proﬁtability by executing
a new information technology or people initiative that aligns
strategy with implementation?
Knowledge How do you gain a competitive advantage by
empowering your people to build and share intellectual
capital?
Let the ITR Group help you to answer these questions and
make an impact on your business.
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itr group
impact vision

how we do it
ENTERPRISE PLANNING
• Value Assessment/Delivery
• Strategic Alignment
• Enterprise Risk
Management
• Performance Measurement
• Resource Management
BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE

He answered “why the sky is blue” and changed the way we see
the universe. Einstein’s ability to see and explain things from a
diﬀerent perspective transformed our understanding of nature on
every scale, from the smallest atom to the cosmos. His vision
launched new ideas, industries and technologies — many of which
we are only beginning to understand.

• Business–IT Alignment
• Business–People
Alignment
• IT Planning & Strategy
• Change & Technology
Strategies

Visionary thinking like Einstein’s inspires our strategy work. We
approach every project with a new perspective. We survey the
entire business landscape, explore what is possible, and then
carefully assess whether those opportunities make business sense.
From value assessment and risk management to business case
design, ROI analysis, implementation, delivery, resourcing and
beyond, the ITR Group works with you to illuminate your vision and
capture new competitive opportunities. Let the ITR Group help you
to invent practical change, technology and people strategies that
can become a reality.
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impact innovation

how we do it
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
• Business Process Alignment
• Change Management
• People Sourcing Strategies
• Training
IT GOVERNANCE

As much a brilliant work of sculpture as a masterpiece of architecture, the Guggenheim Museum exempliﬁes Frank Lloyd Wright’s
conviction that form and function are one. He broke the mold of
traditional architecture, designing structures that artfully combine
beauty and utility.

• Enterprise Project
Management Oﬃce
• Agile Portfolio/Programme
Management
• Performance Management

In business, turning vision into tangible results requires the same
balance of creativity and discipline. We call it strategy into action —
allowing you to identify individual opportunities, diﬀerentiate them
based on values and needs, interact with the stakeholders
eﬃciently and eﬀectively, and customise your solutions based on
your learning. It’s about transforming business aspirations into
actionable knowledge.
We help you gather information from stakeholders across all
business areas, develop insights into how to deploy resources
accordingly and reach the 20% of your solutions that drive 80% of
your proﬁts. From data ﬂow and process design, to project management and innovation delivery, we bring the art and science of IT
into focus. We turn vision into design and design into action.
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impact momentum

how we do it
BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
• RFP Development
• Vendor Assessment
DEPLOYMENT & TRANSITION
• System Quality Assurance
• IT Service Deployment
• Change Management
• Service Management
PROJECT & DELIVERY
MANAGEMENT
• Agile Project Management

It started with a vision. That inspired a dream. That launched a
programme. That changed the way we live and communicate
forever. To stay in orbit, however, like any major initiative, the space
programme has required constant rethinking and realigning.

RESOURCE FULFILMENT
• Permanent Recruitment
• Contract Recruitment
• Executive Search

At the ITR Group, we understand the lifecycle of major information
technology implementations. Without fast, quantiﬁable results,
many projects stall or fail entirely. Sustaining momentum requires a
strategy all its own. One that we help build, maintain and customise
precisely to meet your needs.
Our momentum-building programmes help you align your strategy
with implementation so that you maximise the value of your
information technology investment. We’ll help you develop and
implement a strategy from scratch, jump start your existing eﬀort,
or identify quick-hits to get a stalled or underperforming project
back on track. From value assessment and enterprise planning, to
comprehensive technology and organisational gap analyses, to
change management and resource alignment programmes, we’ll
help infuse focus, energy and commitment into your customerbased eﬀort so you can get tangible results — fast.
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impact knowledge

how we do it
CONSULTANT BACKPACK
• Proven Frameworks
• Delivery Methodologies
• Market Knowledge
• Technology Expertise
• Innovative Solutions
ORGANISATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
• Business Intelligence

With more than 13 million books, the New York Public Library has
become a cornerstone of learning and equal opportunity. By
providing free and open access to the accumulated wisdom of the
world, this “university of the people” guarantees freedom of information and independence of thought. Guarded by the lions
“Patience” and “Fortitude”, the treasures in the library continue to
educate, empower and inspire.

• Enterprise Reporting
• Knowledge Management
• Data Integration
• Real-time Analytics
CAPABILITY
BUILDING/TRAINING

Inspiring an enterprise to dramatically change the way its people
interact and use knowledge requires a communications, enterprise
planning and programme management strategy that starts at the
top and cascades through the organisation. We work with clients to
develop their unique organisational intelligence strategy and
provide the tools and people to execute it.
The commitment of the ITR Group to the building and sharing of
intellectual capital is fundamental to our approach. Our consultants
come equipped with a backpack of proven methodologies and
frameworks. We use the backpack to inspire you to identify ways to
achieve competitive advantage, educate you in how to adapt the
backpack to your organisation’s unique needs — and then
empower you by leaving the backpack behind when our work is
done.
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impact your future

our locations
At the ITR Group, we don’t pretend to be Albert Einstein and we haven’t
been to the moon. However, we do aspire to make a real impact with the
work we do. From strategy to process design to operational implementation
and ongoing momentum building, we provide you with the ideas, tools,
expertise and resources you need to make an impact with your business
initiatives.

MELBOURNE
Level 6, 379 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
T +61 3 9618 7997
F +61 3 9614 2644
SYDNEY

Since its inception in 1992, the ITR Group’s business philosophy has been to
establish mutually rewarding partnerships with clients who demand more
than just “faster, better, cheaper.” We work collaboratively with you to form
transformational relationships, where the partnership focus is on innovation
and new opportunities, changing the very nature of how you achieve
sustainable business advantage.

Level 10, 14 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000
T +61 2 9221 4999
F +61 2 9221 4199
ADELAIDE
278 Flinders Street
Adelaide SA 5000

Our consulting division, The Peer Partnership, can mobilise multidisciplinary
teams from our highly skilled strategy, project management, technology and
operations professionals nationwide.

T +61 8 8228 1555
F +61 8 8228 1599

Our recruitment division, Infopeople, can ﬁnd you the proven ICT professionals you need for short-term assignments, or to strengthen your existing teams
with permanent employees, from graduates through to senior executives.
The ITR Group is a 100% Australian company headquartered in Melbourne,
with oﬃces in Sydney and Adelaide.
Contact us today and learn how we can help you make an impact on your
business, bottom line and future… one step at a time.
The Peer Partnership®, Infopeople® and ITR Group® are registered trademarks of the ITR Group Pty Ltd.
Copyright © 2005 ITR Group Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. v1.00
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